SNOWFLAKES

Need: wood snowflakes

Directions: Teacher chooses 2-3 focus letters with student needs in mind. Teacher places a mixture of the three letters on the table. Student moves snowflakes to make matching pairs. Student says name of the letter frequently throughout the activity.
**SNOWMEN**

**Need:** snowman for each letter

**Directions:** Teacher chooses 2-3 focus letters based on student needs. Teacher sets out materials for focus letters. Student builds a snowman using the prompted letter. Student says name of the letter frequently throughout the activity.

---

**CLOUDS AND RAINDROPS**

**Need:** cloud and 4 raindrops for each letter

**Directions:** Teacher chooses 2-3 focus letters based on student needs. Teacher sets out all materials. Student matches raindrops to clouds. Student says name of the letter frequently throughout the activity.